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Growing Up, Growing Old,  
and Institutional Knowledge 

 

Last month I experienced one of those moments that really make 
you think about a few things. We had a young man stop by the   

office, whose father is recently promoted Battalion Chief, Troy Valenzuela. While I had seen 
his son around town and with his parents, it really didn’t hit me until I remembered a picture 
that I took with this fantastic young man several years ago.   

The reality between “growing old and growing up” as I put it really hit 
home. Some of you may relate to another picture of this natural process 
if you visit Station 8 and take a look at a group picture of Station 8   
volunteers from a few years ago and see VFD Chief, Margaret Biggs, 
holding a very young Kathy in her arms, now, Mrs. Larry Goss, who 
also is a recently appointed Battalion Chief (Larry that is).   

Organizations do mature and with that maturity comes change. We just 
saw organizational “fixtures” Robert Lekumberry and Ron Haskins 
retire and before that, now almost 8 years ago, Bobby Wartgow and 
Dave Drew. How an organization reacts to the maturing process can be 
very telling about the organization in general. The maturity of our    
organization is certainly not limited to members of the career staff.  As 
I looked around the table the other night at a Volunteer Fire Chiefs’ 
Advisory Board meeting, it was quite evident that the maturity of the 
organizational leadership in general is systemic. Now, is that a bad 
thing? Of course not. We all are going to get older. What it does mean 
is that we need to ensure our future leadership through as much       
mentoring as possible and while those of us that have that obligation are 
able to do that.  

We recently completed a Captain’s promotional exam. One of the    
exercises that was included allowed the participants to demonstrate how 
they would attempt to enhance employee competency. Several “tools” 
were provided for them to use, plus they were able to use one of their 
own “tools”. I was very pleased to see, that without exception, the tool of choice was in fact  
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“mentorship”, followed by a “tool” of their own choosing. We will soon be implementing an official mentorship      
program for individuals who want to become fire captains at some point in their careers or to serve as acting captains. 
Again, what is encouraging is that this idea to formalize and encourage mentorship came from within the ranks of the 
career staff.  Mentorship can’t stop at the staff level, however.  Our volunteer groups need to consider the concept as 
well.  While it will certainly be a challenge for some of our volunteer groups due to the overall challenge of recruitment, 
when opportunities do exist, we need to exercise them.   

The collective leadership talent of this organization, both career and volunteer, is impressive. Let’s not allow any of it to 
go to waste. When you have the opportunity to apply the concept of “mentorship,” take it.   

In keeping with the “theme” of this article, I would like to take probably my last opportunity in a newsletter to recognize 
one of the most incredible financial and accounting minds that I have ever had the pleasure of 
working with, that being Ellen Nelson. Ellen, as you all should know, will be retiring after 
thirty plus years of public service. (5 with Douglas County and 25 with East Fork). I have 
worked as a fire service administrator and Chief Officer for 22 of my 32 years. I have had the 
opportunity to work with Ellen for 16 of those years. We have had an outstanding relationship 
and together have produced by my count 30 fiscal year budgets counting both the Fire and 
Paramedic Districts and most recently just the Fire District. Given the average annual com-
bined budget being around $11,000,000, that’s $330,000,000 dollars of public fund budgeting 
just during my time with her. We have seen the good years and the not so good years together. 

Ellen has amassed the most incredible amount of institutional knowledge that I have ever seen. Institutional knowledge 
is so often discounted in today’s business world and most often to the disadvantage of the organization. This is a lesson 
that I learned from retired Deputy Chiefs Bobby Wartgow and Dave Drew. Yes, there are always new ways to approach 
issues and challenges, but any approach needs to be vested with a stable foundation. A building can take many forms, 
shapes, and features as it rises out of the ground. The constant, however, is the foundation that is rests on and which is 
not seen. Over the years, while our budgets may have been different each year, the foundation provided by Ellen and her 
institutional knowledge and skill have remained constant. While a Fire Chief has many powers, (ok maybe not that 
many) one that I wish I had was to confer the degree of PhD in Accountancy to Ellen Nelson. She has earned it in my 
book! 

So, with Ellen’s retirement, I do want to welcome Mr. Joseph Langkilde, CPA, to our team and family. Joseph has been 
appointed as the “new” District Accountant. Joseph, who worked as a Certified Public Account in Las Vegas for the past 
10 years, started his position with the District on September 28, 2015. He worked side-by-side with Ellen until her last 
day on November 7, 2015. You can read more about Joseph on the next page in this newsletter. If you are in the office, 
please stop by and introduce yourself to Joseph.   

As always, thanks for all you do and stay safe! 

Chief Carlini 

Chief’s Desk, Continued from Page 1 
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Welcome Joseph Langkilde 
Mr. Langkilde is a graduate from Arizona State University, with a Bachelor of     
Science in Accountancy. 

He became licensed as a Certified Public Accountant in the State of Nevada in 
March 2005. Joseph joined the firm of Stewart, Archibald and Barney, LLP in 2006, 
a Las Vegas professional accounting firm. 

He is a member of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and the 
Nevada Society of Certified Public Accountants. 

Mr. Langkilde began his employment with the East Fork Fire Protection District on 
September 28, 2015 after an extensive background investigation, credential          
verification, and reference contacts. 

The East Fork Fire Protection District would like to thank all those who applied for the position and the over thirty     
individuals, including members from the public, who participated in the selection process. 

 

 

Welcome New EFFPD Office Specialist Monica Lynch 
 
Monica joins us from the Douglas County School District where she worked 
for over nine years in various capacities, including administrative and     
English as a Second Language Aide.  

Monica has lived in Douglas County for the past 18 years and is married to 
Sergeant Will Lynch with the Douglas County Sheriff’s Office. They have a 
15 year old son, Jacob, who is going into high school this fall. 

Monica is very thankful for this opportunity, excited to be joining the      
District and looks forward to meeting and working with all of you. 

 

Mark Your Calendars!!!! 
The Firefighter Appreciation Dinner is scheduled for  

January 16, 2016 at the Carson Valley Inn.  
 

Details will be coming to your email soon! 
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   Bently Heritage Estate Distillery Project  
    By Capt. Terry Taylor 

For the past few months the “word on the street” about the Bently 
Heritage Estate Distillery Project on Hwy. 395 in Minden has been 
filled with speculation and excitement as to what exactly will be done 
at this busy intersection of Buckeye Road and Highway 395. 

For the past year, Chief Eisele and I have been meeting with         
representatives of Bently Enterprises development team, outside   
experts on distillery construction and operations and the Architect, 
General Contractor and Fire Protection Engineer. We have visited the 
sites before, during and after modification. The plans and ideas have 
been vetted by the Bently team members, and then we meet with 
them and discuss our view of improvements that need to be made. 
Plans are changed as new ideas spring forth from the design team. 

As an example, the location is one of the busiest for traffic in the Carson Valley; across the street is critical government 
infrastructure  - the    Sheriff’s Office, Jail and Court House. There will 
be no access allowed by NDOT from Hwy 395. There is a power substa-
tion, Town of Minden water supply well house, and now a demolition 
cleared site with 2 historic buildings that are to be developed. Water, 
sewer and electrical utilities crisscross the area, as well as “mystery” 
awaiting us all once digging at the site begins in earnest. 

Because of the extensive construction activity expected for the next 18 
months, the Fire Protection District, after extensive research and analysis 
of West Coast firms has retained ARUP Engineering Inc. of San       
Francisco, CA to assist us in the analysis, review and specialized         
inspection of the construction of the fire protection features of the newly 
repurposed and rebuilt facilities. Bently Enterprises has installed a working still in the Orbit Way Building, as well as a 
quality control lab and specially humidified barrel aging and storage rooms to conduct product testing. 

Because alcohol can be volatile and burn almost invisibly, as well as a threat to ground and surface waters if allowed to 
leak out, this project is required to develop and implement unique fire and life safety and environmental controls for the 
protection of the public. Our adopted Fire and Building Codes allow us to charge Bently  Heritage Estate Distillery the 
fees and costs for a consulting Engineer who works for us, not the Bently design team. 

We expect there will be dramatic and unique forms of construction to make the Mill Building a showcase model       
distillery, restaurant and tasting room for the whiskey being produced. Additional product lines are for now, Vodka and 
Gin (there are plenty of Juniper Berries out there!). The consulting Engineers will assist the Fire Protection District and 
Douglas County in analyzing construction and specialized fire suppression equipment, smoke or heat management 
strategies and piping and spill control monitoring due to the Haz Mat potential. 

Keep watching the site for these exciting developments in creating a regional destination for visitors and a unique    
business in downtown Minden. 
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TRAINING DIVISION  
       By Deputy Chief Tim Soule 

I recently attended Fire Shows West, formerly Fire Shows Reno, and sat in on the   
latest version of Reading Smoke by Dave Dodson. I have listened to this presentation at 
least three times in my career but this latest version incorporated the NIST and UL  

research on flow path and ventilation-limited fires.  In my 
opinion, Reading Smoke has always been one of the most   
important tools in a fire officer’s bag as it gave a way of     
assessing fires and structures that assisted in the risk-        
management decision-making of how to commit your personnel.  This latest version only      
increases the value of this training. 

During the presentation, Dodson challenged the class’s past learning/training/dogma/culture 
with the following example: Where did the concept that fire doubles in size every 60 seconds … 
come from? This belief has been taught in fire academies all over the country, is found in the 
FDNY Fire Officers Handbook, and is commonly stated in public education events. As it turns 

out, there is no data behind this belief and it was first presented as a fire prevention concept in a cartoon for children in 
1971. So why is this important? 

There is a concept of critical thinking which used to be a hallmark of our American educational system. The relative  
importance of this concept in our educational system may have diminished over time but it still remains relevant as we 
adapt to new information and have old concepts challenged. Critical thinking consists of seeing both sides of an issue, 
being open to new evidence that disconfirms your ideas, reasoning dispassionately, demanding that claims be backed by 
evidence, deducing and inferring conclusions from available facts, solving problems, and so forth. Critical thinking is 
what led Dodson to research the belief that fire doubled in size every 60 seconds because his experience and the data 
being presented did not match; it was “dis-confirming” old ideas.   

What other “old” ideas are being challenged in the fire service today with the introduction 
of new data? How open are we to new evidence that challenges past learning and old  be-
liefs? What is the data saying about the fire growth curve; what is the impact of modern 
construction, open floor plans, lightweight building materials, and synthetic furnishings 
on fire behavior? How does this data challenge our past practice in suppression tactics and 
ventilation techniques? The answers to these questions would take numerous classes and 
many hours to answer fully. The Training and Safety Division has been pushing out some 
of this information for over a year now. The point of asking these, and other,  questions is 
to challenge yourself and your past, comfortable habits in order to make good, data driven 
decisions to keep yourself and your team safe.   

What are some other areas we can use critical thinking in the fire service? How about firefighter cancers? Is SCBA use 
and respiratory protection taking care of all of our cancer risks? Is dirty still “cool”? How about firefighter mental health 
and the impact of cumulative stress? Why do firefighters have higher rates of  behavioral health problems and family 
disruption than the general public? 

Just because nothing bad happened as a result of a choice we make does not mean it was a good decision. We should use 
critical thinking  to help us make good, data driven decisions. The fire service adage that we have … ”200 years of    
tradition unencumbered by change…” is something that must change in order to reduce the incidence of firefighter injury 
and death that occurs each year. Maybe the importance of critical thinking  needs to increase … See the attached links 
for more information ... Continued on Page 6 
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The following was taken from the National     
Volunteer Fire Council  website … 
 
Keep your department ready to respond to the next call 
with the NVFC's Volunteer Firefighter Health and 

Safety Priorities. Set forth in a series of B.E.S.T. Practices for the volunteer fire and emergency services, the priorities 
are divided into four main focus areas: Behavior, Equipment, Standards and Codes, and Training. 

The NVFC has always been dedicated to keeping first responders healthy and safe. The Volunteer Firefighter Health and 
Safety Priorities were developed by the NVFC’s Health and Safety Committee in 2008 to further the NVFC’s focus on 
protecting first responders. 

The health and safety B.E.S.T. Practices as set forth in the Volunteer Firefighter Health and Safety Priorities are as 
follows: 

Behavior: 

• Support the physical, emotional, and mental well-being of all personnel. 

• Operate all emergency apparatus and privately owned vehicles to conform to the 
highest road safety standards and enforce the use of seatbelts. 

• Develop, practice, and enforce recommended health and safety standards for all        
personnel. 

• Monitor and ensure that all active emergency scenes maintain the utmost level of 
safety and fireground accountability. 
Equipment: 

• Provide and require the proper use of full personal protective equipment. 

• Maintain all equipment based on established safety recommendations. 

Standards and Codes: 

• Encourage the use of all smoke, fire detection, and fire suppression devices,        
including fire sprinkler systems, in all  structures. 

• Vigorously enforce all fire safety codes and ordinances. 

• Obtain apparatus and equipment that meet national safety standards. 

Training: 

• Utilize fire training programs that conform to the highest professional standards. 

• Operate a safe fire training ground at all times. 

• Establish, maintain, and deliver fire safety programs for all age groups. 

By Tim Soule 

Vent limited fires: http://www.ul.com/global/documents/offerings/industries/buildingmaterials/fireservice/ventilation/
Ventilation%20Report%20Executive%20Summary.pdf 
Firefighter cancers: 
http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/firefighters/ffcancerstudy.html 
Firefighter mental health: 
http://www.firerescue1.com/health/articles/2049074-Make-firefighter-mental-health-a-top-priority-in-2015/ 

Training, Continued from Page 6 

The NVFC has developed a 
poster that you can hang up at the 
station to keep the priorities in the 

minds of your personnel and 
serve as a constant reminder of 

the B.E.S.T. Practices your     
department should be following 

to keep your members safe.    

Link to full version: 

http://www.nvfc.org/files/docume
nts/2012_BEST_poster.pdf 
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OPS 
 David Fogerson, Deputy Chief  

What a crazy summer it has been: fires everywhere except within our jurisdiction; a great benefit for us! Personnel-wise, 
we had two retirements, one resignation, two battalion chief promotions, two captain promotions, three new firefighters 
and a captain’s test with all six candidates passing. Career and volunteer members have been staffing a lot of special 
events on engines, brush engines, water tenders and ambulances. We have experienced a record-breaking number of calls 
so far, with unfortunately, a greater than average number of highway traffic related deaths. In addition to our name 
change to the East Fork Fire Protection District, we are also seeing leadership changes at many of our receiving          
facilities. Needless to say, we’ve been busy! 

We have sent record number of overhead and apparatus off-district this season and many people were able to receive 
great experience that will benefit us here at home when we get the next big wildland fire. That experience also helps on 
day-to-day activities as we find ways that others are doing things and “borrow” what we like of their practices that we 
see in camp. 

We have seen a large number of special events with great assistance from both career and volunteer staff members at: 

• Aviation Round Up: we put on a second shift each 
day of the event that blended volunteers and career 
personnel on apparatus to meet the hazards of the 
crowd and military jet aircraft. Thank you to       
everyone who helped us out during the event! 

• Candy Dance: crowds back to the old days of Candy 
Dance and thus call volume that mirrored the      
attendance. Blend of career and volunteer staff were 
used for the event. 

• Death Ride: not that busy of an event for us this year: blended crew once again were used. 

• Basque Feed with Presidential Candidate appearances: in little Gardnerville, Nevada! 

• Alta Alpina Bike Race: canceled at the last moment due to the Washington Fire. 

• Fire Shows West: water tender to support live fire training operations with Storey, Reno and Air Guard fire. 

As mentioned, we are also seeing record breaking calls for service. We are on track for 6,200 calls this year: another year 
of growing call volume with the same volunteer and career staff numbers. This increases unit hour utilization of our   
apparatus. Rescues 7 and 14 are on calls for 8 hours a day: this does not include charting, maintenance, training,          
pre-plans, physical training, eating or sleeping. That makes for a busy day and night. We have also seen a return to a 
greater than average number of highway traffic related deaths. We went a few years with 0 – 1 deaths in the Carson   
Valley and we have lost a few people this year already. We are reaching out to DCSO, NHP and the Office of Traffic 
Safety to see what we can do to assist in reducing this trend. 

Unit hour utilization provides me with a nice segue to the next topic. We cannot afford to place another rescue in service 
or additional personnel on apparatus. We have to retool how we do business. The training division is starting this charge 
with a change to the volunteer academy to mirror our expectations of volunteers as described in our Standards of Cover.  

Continued on Page 8 
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I have spent quite a bit of time working with cooperators and state regulators, including the legislature, to find new 
sources of ambulance revenue and the future of EMS in integrated healthcare. If we can’t afford another rescue or more 
people to take the load, we have to find ways to reduce unit hour utilization without losing the revenue from those   
transports. 

The first step of this is a better partnership with our social service agencies: Douglas County and 
Elder Protective Services. A few of you have been on home visits at the request of Douglas Social 
Services. These are to our super utilizers or people that may become super utilizers of our services 
from impressions formed by social services. These visits are nothing more than welfare checks that 
we are accustomed to doing, but help our social service contemporaries since people like firefight-
ers and not always our friends. One of these visits got the person to the hospital two days later for 
treatment of a long term condition. This decreases our call volume in the long run. 

We have been meeting with CVMC, CTH, DCSO, Social Services and Behavioral Health in multi-disciplinary team 
meetings. This is a really fancy name for six of us that meet monthly with a list of super utilizers from each of our      
systems. We look to see who appears on all of our lists. Once we identify the joint super utilizers, we review them to see 
how we can collectively get them the help they need to move them off of the super utilizer list. This is a new process, we 
have met three times so far, but it has yielded some early results for us that included speaking with an assisted living 
community about two patients who may be beyond their level of care based upon EMS and ED service utilization. 

Other things in play with social services is partnering for better resources. 
If Rescue 7 responds to an assisted living community for a skin tear at 
2200 hours, why should they have to transport that patient to the hospital 
and then conduct a return transfer at 0200 the next morning? What if Res-
cue 7 could treat and release or treat and refer on scene by applying a ban-
dage, following some advanced protocols that allows a nurse practitioner 
to write a prescription for an antibiotic the next morning? A little more 
time on scene the first call but it saves the return transfer which the pa-
tient oftentimes is on the hook to pay. This reduces overall healthcare sys-
tem costs while providing a higher level of service to our patients: the 
benefit of being patient advocates. 

We are also underway with cardiac monitor trials. We are testing three different brands on Rescues 7 and 14 to see 
which one rates the highest for us. If all works out right, we should have a selection in December. This would allow for 
the bidding process and us time to find money to purchase five of them by the end of first quarter 2016. At $25,000 a 
piece, they add up quick. The plan is to replace the ones on the Rescues and have one spare this first time. Then hand 
down the better current ones to our ALS engines. Within two budget years, hopefully we will be able to purchase an ad-
ditional 5 and hand down the then Rescue monitors to the Engines and get the Rescues new ones once again. Keep your 
fingers crossed on the overall plan. Our partnering with other agencies has shown we have funding for one through our 
friends. Chief Carlini, working with Ellen and now Joseph, to find the funding for the other four. If anyone is interested 
in helping with my bake sale to purchase them, let me know! 

On the closing note, we say goodbye to Chiefs Lekumberry and Haskins internally. We also say goodbye to Christy  
Raynes from Carson Valley Medical Center, Annette Patellos and Joni Maestretti from Carson Tahoe Hospital as well as 
Craig Fishbine from Gardnerville Health and Rehab (not F&B Ambulance!) We welcome Cameron Farmer, Rhiannon 
Broersma and Clint Loundeberg to our organization. We appreciate the dedicated hard work that has allowed Larry 
Goss, Troy Valenzuela, Jeff James and Jamie Buck to promote to positions where they are excelling. 

Ops, Continued from  Page 7 
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Rhiannon Broersma A Shift FF/Paramedic 

My name is Rhiannon. I was born and raised in Gardnerville and started my career in 
emergency services in the cadet program with East Fork Fire and Paramedic         
Districts. I continued to work with EFFPD, becoming a volunteer firefighter with the 
Ruhenstroth Volunteer Fire Department and eventually a seasonal firefighter with 
EFFPD. I worked three wildland fire seasons while attending UNR to obtain my 
bachelor's degree as well as a paramedic program with REMSA. I have been        
employed with REMSA in Reno as a paramedic for over four years and have enjoyed 
the learning benefits of such a busy system. I have had many opportunities to expand 
my knowledge base; working as a special events paramedic, search and rescue     
paramedic, paramedic preceptor, field training officer and flight paramedic with Care 
Flight. I am excited for the opportunity to work once again with East Fork Fire     

Protection District and am honored for the opportunity to serve the members of my home town. 

 

WELCOME TO OUR NEWEST FIREFIGHTERS 

Cameron Framer A Shift FF/Paramedic 

 
I was born in Carson City, NV and spent the majority of my childhood in Louisville, 
KY. After marrying my wife Randie, we decided that Douglas County was the place to 
call home. We are excited to raise our daughter Matilda in such a great community. I 
started my journey in the emergency response services as a volunteer at Station 5 and 
went to paramedic school at REMSA. I enjoy camping, fishing, gardening, and music. 
I'm thrilled and honored to join the family that is the East Fork Fire Protection District. 

 

Clint Loudenburg B Shift FF/AEMT 

Hello everyone my name is Clint Loudenburg. I was born and raised in Sparks NV. 
Mary Jane and Ron Loudenburg are my parents. My father was a firefighter for 
TMFPD for 28 years and he retired as an Engineer. I grew up racing motorcycles from 
12-18 years old. I was home schooled and we traveled all over the U.S. to race. I was 
very serious about motorcycle racing until my brother had a bad crash back in 2008. 
Before that I played all kinds of team sports including basketball, baseball, and foot-
ball. 

I sold my bike to pay for college, working full-time and nearly went to school full-
time. I originally went to school for a Business Degree and am 4 classes shy of a   

Business AA. I quickly found out that this was not for me. I switched over and got my Fire Science Technology degree 
and my EMT II. I hope to one day obtain a four year degree and become a Paramedic.  

I was a TMFPD Reserve Firefighter for nearly a year, worked at Frito-Lay for 7 years and briefly worked at REMSA. I 
received the call for EFFPD employment while I was in my first month at REMSA. Needless to say I was overjoyed and 
immediately accepted the job offer. I am very excited to work with and become a part of this community. 
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By New A Shift Battalion  
Chief Troy Valenzuela 

 

I suppose it goes without saying that each new phase in life 
comes with its own set of challenges. No matter how much you 
prepare yourself you can't really understand what those might be 
until you are standing there on your own two feet, face to face 
with them for the very first time. Suddenly it hits you and that 
thought crosses your mind … can I do this? Just as quickly, the 
years of experience and training kick in along with a little bit of 
self determination and my thoughts quickly change. Quit think-
ing about it, put on your big boy boots, dig in and get to work!!! 

And so goes my first two months as the new A-Shift Battalion 
Chief. 

What a ride it has been. I expected to be busy and that has     
certainly been the case; what I didn't expect is just how fast it 
becomes so. Case in point: a few weeks ago I was wrapping up my shift, the time was approximately 2230 hours and I 
was all set to give pass-on in the morning to Chief Fraser. Right then my phone rings and its Chief Carlini asking if we 
can staff another Type 3 engine response to California! I thought he was joking but no. Suddenly things ramp up and I 
have to make phone calls, arrangements, meet with the crew, find a brush truck and so on … what a night! 

Truth is, I wouldn't have it any other way. I guess that's part of what keeps us in this line of work. The excitement, the 
challenge, and the fact that every day will offer up something just a little different than the day before. From off-district 
assignments to structure fires and vehicles over the side to fatality accidents, I have had the opportunity to be involved 
with some very busy days recently. Throw in the new probationary firefighters and one new Captain? Wow! 

Out of all this, one thing remains constant. We couldn't do the job we do if we didn't function well as a team and as a 
family. I always knew we were good but now I see it and rely on it more each day. From Administration to Career staff 
to the Volunteers, we all have a role and you know what? We're darn good! I've known many people who have come and 
gone through East Fork over the years and when I catch up with them (or they return), this is the one thing that is      
commonly said. East Fork is a family and that is very hard to find elsewhere. 

I have spoken with both Chiefs (ret.) Lekumberry and Haskins since taking on this new position. They played a            
significant role in developing this organization to what it is today and they have both offered up great advice. I can only 
hope to one day be looked at as they are by many of you and I look forward to many great years AND many great     
challenges ahead. 

Stay safe and remain family strong. 

Troy 

Into the Fire 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Continued on Page 11 
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By New C Shift Battalion Chief Larry Goss   

I have entered into a new stage of my career and it goes without saying that it has been a very busy and challenging    
beginning.  

Time: there doesn’t seem to be enough time in a 48 hour shift to accomplish half of what needs to be accomplished.  

Communication: the phone that used to hold a charge for a shift barely 
makes it the first 16 hours and the emails have tripled.  

Emergency responses/daily operations: managing resources with increasing 
call volume and ensuring all members are safe.  

Staffing: off-district responses and special events like the Aviation Round-up 
led to creative managing of personnel and equipment.   

Personnel: see time, communication, emergency responses, operations, and 
staffing. 

Consistency through expectations allows us to manage the above more     
efficiently. As a new Battalion Chief, I have had an opportunity to share expectations with my staff and the VFDs       
assigned to me. The message is very similar: 

• I am here for you. Communicate with me. I appreciate two-way communications and feedback.  

• Be leaders in your stations and in the community. Take time to mentor. 

• Be ready at all times. Start the equipment. Check the SCBAs. Train on your equipment. Train on the SCBAs. 
Train. And Train. 

• Respond in a professional and courteous manner providing nothing less than exceptional customer service. 

• Treat each other with respect. 

We are members of a very large team. The career staff is training daily and responding to a record number of calls. The 
role of the VFDs is to support this operation and your participation is very important to the success of achieving the   
mission of the Fire District. I would encourage VFD officers to reach out to the career stations on your training nights 
and seek opportunity to train. I encourage career officer to extend invitations to VFDs especially in tender and other  
support operations.  

Battalion Chronicles, Continued from Page 10 
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Our Mission:  
To provide the best possible benefit 
choices to our employees! 

What’s up for next year? 

As we approach the final quarter of the year, there have been a multitude of questions related to health care and          
especially the District’s current employee medical coverage. While we don’t have all the answers yet there is some that I 
can provide regarding the changes in the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA), commonly called the 
Affordable Care Act (ACA). Much of these changes have no bearing on us as a smaller group in healthcare, but some are 
important as to where we can reduce some of the costs in an ever increasing facet nationwide.  Below is a list of possible 
options we will have this next year for our health care coverage, keeping in mind we will be looking at all options as a 
collective group to better the organization as a whole.   

ACA Changes 2016 

As employers start preparing for 2016 renewals, here are two important items to keep in mind. Although there was some 
discussion about the definition of “small” changing, it will remain at 50 employees in 2016 and embedded individual 
out-of-pocket maximum (OOPM) applies for all size plans. Below we will discuss each item in more details. 

“Small” Group Definition 

In the 2016 plan year, “small” groups will consist of 50 employees. Under the ACA, the definition is up to and including 
50 full-time employees (FT EEs) and full-time equivalents (FTEs). State law definitions may differ, but some states 
(e.g., California) are amending their definitions to match the ACA definition. 

Employers with up to 50 employees will be: 

• Eligible to buy coverage in the exchange 

• Subject to modified community rating 

• Required to cover “essential health benefits” (EHB) 

• Required to meet specified actuarial levels 

Embedded Individual Out-of-Pocket Maximum 

Starting with the 2016 plan year, plans of all sizes (both fully insured and self-funded) must limit the annual in-network, 
out-of-pocket maximum (OOPM) for any individual to $6,850, even if the individual has family coverage and the plan 
previously imposed a higher family deductible or OOPM. This applies to high deductible health plans (HDHPs) as well 
as to non-HDHPs; however, it does not apply to grandfathered or retiree-only plans. 

Where can you find the new rule on embedded individual OOPM? 

• The 2016 Notice of Benefit and Payment Parameters (issued February 27, 2015 by HHS) “clarified” that the  
individual OOPM applied for all individuals, even those enrolled in family coverage. 

Continued on Page 13 
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Benefits Banter, Continued from Page 12 

• A May 8, 2015 FAQ issued by HHS explained how the embedded individual deductible applies to HDHPs with 
family deductibles that exceed the individual OOPM. 

• A May 26, 2015 FAQ issued jointly by the DOL and IRS confirmed that the embedded individual deductible 
applies to large and self-funded group health plans as well as to insured plans, but not to grandfathered or retiree 
plans. 

Once an individual reaches the individual OOPM for the calendar year, the individual is not responsible for any more 
cost-sharing amounts for EHB. The plan must start paying 100%. This generally applies only for in-network benefits, 
though exceptions may apply if a network does not include providers who are available to provide the service. 

Although some may think this is way too much information, and I would tend to agree at times, it does answer some of 
the age old questions of “Why has my health insurance costs gone up?” or my favorite, “What are you going to do to 
make it better?”.  These answers are yet to be determined and will always remain in the insurance world …… 

Please send any topics that you would like discussed to me at rminor@eastforkfire.org.  I am more than willing to     
continue my knowledge growth on almost any subject matter. 

   

Thank you,   Roy Minor 

East Fork Fire Protection District 

rminor@co.douglas.nv.us 

 

 


